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Question: Who do I contact for general questions not answered here or in the documents
above?

As of 19 Aug, 2019, the people to talk to are:

• Sam Nelson, Department Chair, Department of Mathematical Sciences
• Mark Huber, Director, Computer Science Sequence, Director Data Science Sequence
• Paula Barkley, Adminstrative Assistant for the Department of Mathematical Sciences

Question: I’m studying abroad or over the summer at a different college. Who do I contact
to find out if I can substitute a course taking outside of The Claremont Colleges to meet my
requirements?

Again you will need to talk to the Department Chair if you are a math major, or the Director of the CS/DS
sequence if you are trying to complete that. In order to determine if a course counts, it is necessary to look
at the course content, including syllabus, homeworks and exams if available. So it helps to have a link to the
course you are looking at before meeting with the chair/director.

Question: I’m a freshman. Which Calculus should I take?

If you have received an invitation to Honors Calc III (MATH 032h), probably Honors Calc III. If you took
AP BC or IB Calculus and liked it a lot, probably Calc III (MATH 032). If you took AP AB or IB Calculus
or something else and just thought it was okay, then Calc IIa (MATH 032a). If you are unsure about how
you feel about Calculus or have no prior experience beyond Precalculus then probably Calc I (MATH 030).

Question: You didn’t list Calc II (MATH 031) in the previous question.

That’s because it’s not designed for incoming freshman, it is designed for students that have taken Calc I
(Math 030 ) in Claremont. It wouldn’t be the worst thing in the world if you take Calc II instead of Calc IIa,
but Calc IIa is designed for incoming freshman while Calc II is not.

Question: I’m a freshman. Which Introductory Computer Programming course should I take?

If you plan to do either the Computer Science sequence or the Data Science sequence, your first course should
be an intro course in Python. That means either Computing for the Web (CSCI 040) at CMC, Introduction t
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